Transport and tourism
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THINK, PAIR, SHARE! How are water, rail, road and air transport similar and different? And
moving people versus moving products? Make notes and discuss with a classmate.

what i think…
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what my Classmate thinks…

Create! Read the riddle and think of the answer.

This type of transport is very fast.

what we share…

Now write a riddle about a means
of transport for a classmate.

It can carry a lot of passengers or products.
It ususally goes from country to country.
It needs a runway.
The Wright brothers invented it in the 20th
What is it?

century.
It has wings. What is it?
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Find out! Find examples of specific routes that connect Spain to the rest of Europe.

There are high-speed
trains that connect
Spain to France.
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You can travel
by coach From Madrid
to Lisbon.

IMAGINE! Imagine what our world would be like if there was no land, rail or air travel How
would life change? Make notes or draw pictures in the box below.
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THINK, PAIR, SHARE! Why is Spain a popular place to go
on holiday? Make notes. Compare your answers with
a classmate.

THINK! Imagine you are a tourist visiting Spain. What kind of tourism have you come to
do? Beach tourism? Cultural tourism? Rural tourism? Adventure tourism? Talk with a
classmate about what you like most, and why.
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Look at the jobs. Circle the ones that are part of the tourism industry.

tour bus driver
teacher
hotel manager
r
ye
law
s
waitres
travel agent
hotel entertainer
lorry driver

fisherman

tour guide

THINK! Write a description for one of the jobs, for example: A tour bus driver transports
tourists to various sights and monuments. Share your sentence with a classmate.
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Create! In small groups brainstorm local tourist attractions.
Turn to Template 3 to design your own postcard.

You will
need scissors
and glue!

Project!

FIND OUT! Is tourism an important industry in Spain? Where are
two of the most popular tourist destinations in Spain? Why are they popular?
What kind of tourism do they offer? Make notes in
the box below.
NOTES:

Compare your notes with a classmate.
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